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This report is intended lo make explicit the connection
between the two models and to describe why it is both
appropriate and useful to work with two expressionsof
the conceptof interactor.
Section 2 of this paper concernsthe comparison between
the models, and we make use of a small example to
illustrate both the models in isolation.
Section 3 concerns the connection between the
approaches. The two models each emphasise different
aspects of interaction. and the formalisms used to
express the models afford different approaches to the
construction and analysis of specifications. Interactors
can also be viewed as architectural models for describing
intemctive systems.The role of the models in the process
of software development is discussed in Section 4; the
conclusion outlines the research directions at the two
sites.

ABSTRACT

Interactors are components in the description of an
interactive system that encapsulate a state, the events
that manipulate the state. and the means by which the
state is made perceivable to users of the system (the
presenfarion). This paper concerns the relationship
between the models of interactors that are being
developed, at York and Pisa, in the context of Esprit
Basic ResearchAction 7040 (Amodeus-2). The models
differ in their expression of the three components of an
interactor, and after relating the models to the informal
notion of interactor we describe the context in which the
view of interaction afforded by each model is
appropriate.
1. INTRODUCTION

Much recent work in the field of interactive graphics
involves describing the interface of a system in terms of
a collection of interaction objects. This approachapplies
both to the level of implementation [15] (where the term
widgel is sometimesused), and at the more abstractlevel
of system specification [13]. However the notion of
interaction object need not be confined to graphics
systems;it representsa useful structure for thinking and
reasoning about the behaviour of interactive systemsin
general. As part of Esprit BRA 7040 (Amodeus-2), we
are using the concept of interactor, and existing work on
state-basedprocessesand agents,to develop models and
theories of interactive systems.
Two models are of particular interest. The work at
CNUCE is building on experiencein describing graphics
systems [18] and logical input devices [6] using
process-oriented formalisms such as LOTOS. York on
the other hand is building on experience in representing
and reasoning about properties of interactive systems
[lo, 1l] in terms of their states and displays, and
relationships between these.

2. TWO MODELS OF INTERACTION

OBJECTS

Our aim in this section is to introduce the two models of
interaction objects that are the subject of this paper.
Both models describe interactors across abstraction
levels, from an external view where the concern is the
visible behaviour of an object, to an internal view where
the behaviour of an object is explained in terms of some
chosen architecture. The task of unifying the two
models is properly the concern of Section 3, but lo lay
an intuitive foundation we will use both models to
discussan exemplar basedon material from [18].
2.1 OF MICE AND MENUS
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The exemplar used here represents a fragment of the
behaviour provided by a graphical user interface, on
which objects such as files, disk drivers, and directories
are representedby icons. The user can manipulate these
using a one-button mouse whose position is represented
by a cursor on the screen. We only consider one task,
that of selecting and moving icons. An icon is selected
by clicking on it, that is, positioning the cursor over the
icon and clicking the button, the effect of selecting an
icon is to highlight its image. Clicking on a selectedicon
de-selectsit. Selected icons can be moved by choosing
the ‘move’ option from a menu of commands, then
picking up one of the icons and dragging it to its new

location,, The relative position of selectedicons remains
the same. thus all se&xqd icons are moved by the same
(relative) offset.

is
Abstraction

2.2 THE CNUCE MODEL

The development of interactors at CNUCE was initially
aimed at formalising aspectsof the ReferenceModel for
Computer Graphics, in particular, the basic components
(interactors) with which interactive graphics programs
can be modelled and constructed. Subsequent work
such as [18] use the notion of interactor to provide an
architectural model for the specification of interactive
systems., The approach of [18] is to specify interactors
using a process-oriented notation such as LOTOS. At a
very abstract level, an interactor is viewed as a ‘black
box’ that mediates between a ‘user side’ and an
‘application side’; it can receive information from either
side, processthat information. and return it.

it
Figure 1: Interaction Object: Inter&l Detail.
Input from the user is accumulated in the measure,
which, when triggered, passesthis to the abs~aclion.
where it is converted into a more abstract representation
suitable for distribution to the application. Information
received from the user by the measuremay be echoedby
passing it directly to the presentation. The measuremay
also receive information from the collection which is
used for the processing applied to the input data before
passingto the abstraction.
A formal description of the internal view involves
specifying each component within the interactor as a
separateprocess.In LOTOS, the actions of processescan
be connected to operations on abstract data types,
effectively allowing a processto operate on a state. For
example, the collection encapsulates and main&ins an
abstract description of the information displayed by the
interactor. This information can be represented by the
following data type in Act-One, the algebraic notation
used to representstate in LOTOS:

Using LOTOS, the external behaviour of suclhan object
is given by
interactor [im.it,is,oc,o~os] : noexit :=
oc; interactor [im,it,is.oc,ot,os]
[] ot; OS;interactor [im,it.is,oc.ofosl
[] im; 0s; interactor [im.it,is,oc,ot,osl
[] it; is; interactor [im,ifis,oc,ot.os]
endproc
process

Informally, an interactor can either:
. receive (and accumulate) output from the
application side (oc),
. receive an output trigger (01); the interactor then
sendsoutput to the user side (or1
. receive (and accumulate) input from the user side
(rin) and provide feedbacktoward the user (ar),
. receive an input trigger (it) that causes the interactor
to send the accumulated input to the application side
(kb

type
sorts
opns

Collection is ListEntity
Collection

empty-col:
interpret: Collection, Entity
travCo1: Collection
add: Collection. Entity
clear: Collection

To construct the specification of particular interaction
objects, it is convenient to work with a model that
makes explicit the relationship between the externally
observable events. The model presented in [18] and
used within AMODEUS (see for example [17]) is
influenced by the computer graphics reference model
[ 121in its identification of the componentsthat make up
an interactor.
The coflecrion (see Figure 1) maintains an abstract
representation of the information or model manipulated
and represented by the interactor. When triggered, it
passes this information to the presentation
which
maintains the primitives (for example, basic graphics
commands) through which the information is made
perceivable to the user side.

-> Collection
-> collection
-> ListEntity
-> Collection
-> Collection

eqns ...

The equations that define the semantics of the type
Collection have been elided, but once defined, the data
type becomesa parameter to the process specification
for the colleclion component:
collection [owc,uc](c:Cokction)
: mexit :=
oc?op:entity ; co1lection[ot,oc,uc](interpret(c:,op))
[I
ot!true; uc!travCol(c) ; collection[otoc,uc](c)
process

endproc
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Similarly, the feedback component is specified by first
defining a data type for pictures,

interactor. To apply the CNUCE model to the
specification of a specific system, two steps are
necessary:
.

Picture is
sorts Picture

type

.

opns

empty-pit:
mkpict: ListEntity
pick: Picture, ListEntity
highlight: Entity

-> Picture
-> Picttm
-> entity
-> entity

representthe systemas a collection of interactors.
and
describe the data types on which the components
of each interactor operate.

Note that it is unnecessaryto describe the behaviour of
each interactor in the system ( that is already defined by
the architectural model). It is however necessary to
describe how the various interactors that make up the
system description should be connected to yield the
overall behaviour. and for this the operators defined by
the processalgebra of LOTOS provide a useful starting
point. Recent work at CNUCE [17] has examined
operatorsthat are useful for the specific task of building
systemsfrom interactors.
The example described informally in Section 2.1 is
representedin the CNUCE model by 3 interactors. Our
concern here is with the architecture or syntax of the
system,shown in Figure 2. The formal semanticswould
be expressed by defining data types for the
subcomponents of each interactor; these details are
beyond the needs and scooe of this paper, but the
interestedreader is referred to [ 181.

then linking this to the events in which the process
engages.
process feedback[uc.me.os] @Picture) : noexit :=
uc?pl:entity ; me?id:input ;
os!highlight(pick(mkpict( pl), id));
feedback[uc,me,os](mkpict(pl))
n
mc?id:input ;os!highlight(pick(p. id)):
feedback[uc.me.os](p)
endproc

Likewise, we could specify the behaviour and structure
of the control and measure processes,but these can be
found in [181. So far, the specifications have addressed
the general architecture and behaviour of an arbitrary

Mouse
PBS
button

CUTSOT
CursoT

Figure 2: The ‘Move Icon’ Interactors (CNUCE model).
the mouse position with that of structures recorded in
their collections. The icons collection is a set of icons,
and when the position of the mouse at the time of a
button press corresponds to the position of an icon the
presentationof that icon is suitably modified. In the case
of commands,the collection consists of a set of options
displayed as a menu, and when the button press occurs
with the cursor over the “move” option, the commands
abstraction generates an event that causes the icons

We can give an informal account of the operation of this
system. The user is assumed to provide input to the
mouse inter-actorby moving some physical device and
pressing a button; the measureof the mouse represents
some position in two dimensional space which is
rendered by a cursor which we assumeto be perceived
by the user. Both of the command and icons interactor
use the position of the mouse as input to their measures,
and treat the button press event as a trigger to compare
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interactor to interpret the subsequent motion of the
mouseby changing the position of selectedicons.

derivatives [4], which talk about interaction by relating
sequencesof inputs programs to effects throlugh an
inferpraafion function (hence the acronym). In fact at
its most abstract, an interactor can be modelled by a
structu.revery similar to that of a RED-PIE, an extension
to the PIE model that adds projection functions from the
eJfectinto representationsof the result and display (see
Figure 3 left):

2.3 THE YORK MODEL
The inter-actormodel developed at York has its origins in
work involving the use of mathematics 1.0describe
principles and properties of human-computer interaction.
One outcome of this was the PIE model and its

state<- - f&j
4
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----statee Y

display’
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r
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display’

trace’
Figure 3: PIE-like models of an Interactor.
of well defined autonomous units. This reqtrirement
motivated the notion of an agent [I] which combines
state-based specification with the use of a CSP-like
notation to describe interaction. However agentsdo not
explicitly represent the rendering of the state, that is,
which attributes of the state are prcsentcd, and the form
of this presentation.
The concept of an interactor [9] was introduced to
package a PIE-like model that links states, events, and
renderings into an agent-like unit that can serve as a
building block for realistic specification and
development. At an abstract level, an interactor (as
pictured in Figure 4)

Each circle represents some observed behaviour (trace)
of a system. expressedas an ordered set of events. Two
projections relate each trace to the state and display that
the system is in after engaging in the trace, and traces
are related by a prefix ordering. Other projections could
be introduced for example to representevents generated
by an interactor in response to some given input
(stimulus), as shown on the right of Figure 3. Indeed, [8]
goes further and shows that the behaviour of a system
can be described by combining the traces and responses
into event structures where some events carry
information about the state and display of lthe system.
Formally, an interactor with stateand display projections
can be described by a 3-tuple:

-P

interactor f2 (r,- ZB _._ L -)
where T E P TRACE
(:,

E r -s

CL, E T - P
TRACEespwjizthtErasEr

Vs.tE

rho

TRACE is the set of subsestsof TRACE. Here the
assumption is that S and P are sets representing
respectively the stateand display (presentation) spaceof
the interactor. The last predicate (above) requires that
the trace set be prefix closed; if some interaction can be
observed, then so can any prefa of that interaction.
Although providing a malleable framework for reasoning
about interactive systems,the PIE model operateson an
abstract view of the external behaviour of an interactor.
It does not explicitly model the meaning of individual
operations, nor does it by itself address the need in
practice to sUucture the description of systemsin terms
P

Figure 4: York Interactor.
consists of an internal state which is reflected through a
rendering relation (rho)
onto some perceivable
representation (P). The interface between an interactor
and its environment consists of a set of events. There are
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_ interactor [S. P]
object[S]

two kinds of events: sfimuli are causedby agents within
the environment and bring about state changes, while
responses are events generatedby the interactor.

_ : -: TRACE ~1 P
-p-:sP

Unlike the work at CNUCE which is based on process
algebras, the York approach has been to work with
(various) logics and the set-theoretic notation Z. To
define the concept of an interactor within Z, we begin by
introducing a generic model of objects, this will be
useful when we come to talk about a refinement of the
interactor model.

dom view = r

The rendering relation in Figure 4 is representedin the
formal model by the relation p between states and
renderings.For state s and rendering p, the interpretation
of s p p is that after some trace (say I). p is a possible
rendering of s. This is a weak notion of state-display
conformance; two traces that construct identical states
might nevertheless yield distinct views. A stronger
conformancecan be obtained by requiring that

An object consists of: a state space b, a set of initial
states(t), an alphabet of events (a), a set of observations
or traces (r). a collection p of state transition relations,
and a result relation between traces and states.Here we
are assuming that a trace is just a sequenceof events.
After engaging in trace t, an object may be in any state
The formal description of an interactor extends the
object model given above. We introduce a new generic
parameter P to represent the space of possible
renderings, and define a view relation betweentracesand
renderings. For trace I and rendering p, the view relation
(v) indicates that p can be perceived after the interactor
hasengagedin 1.

that is, s p p meansthat any trace that constructs s can
result in view p.
A refinement to the York model is obtained by
promoting the rendering to the statusof a distinct object.
That is. rather than view a rendering as a reflection of
some state, we can view it as the state of a display
object. Here names that define structures in the state
refer to user-perceivable features of the display, rather
than the implementable components of a system which
the namesin a stateobject refer to.

I
4Q

events

J

state

display
(P)

c

Figure 5: State-Display Model of Interactors.
structure that encapsulatestwo specific layers: the state,
and the display.
Within the York framework, the ‘move icon’ exemplar is
also described using three interactors (or six objects in
the refined presentation). The informal account of the
operation of this system is close to that of the CNUCE
system, and again we do not attempt to express the
semanticsof the interactors formally.

This refinement step is motivated by the concept of layer
conformance which provides an abstract framework for
structuring the description of interactive systems in
terms of an orbirrary number of layers. Layers may
include physical systems,data structures, scenes,and, in
some systems, a metaphorical layer. An interactor is a
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cursor

display

menu
J

Figure 6: The ‘Move Icon’ Interactors (York model).
flavour. brought about by the useof ‘ingredients’ specific
to eachsite:

.. .
Informally, the components are: a mouse, which
encapsulatesa position and a button status, icons, which
captures the position and other information related to the
icons that can be manipulated, and menu, an interactor
that presents a list of options and broadcastsan option
when it is chosen. The mouse position is re:nderedby a
cursor, while the status of the icons and menu is
reflected on a display. Interaction and interference
between displays is beyond the scope of this discussion
but see1171
for some suggestions.
3. RElATlONSHlP

BETWEEN

.

.

The purpose of this section is to define the relationship
betweenthe two models, in particular, how each captures
the structure and features of interaction between system
and user. Let us begin by relating the intuitive notion to
the two most abstract representations,reproduced below
in Figure 7.

THE MODEL

In the previous section we explained how both the York
and CNUCE models are derived from a common
understanding of the concept of an interactor. Although
based on the-one “recipe”, each approach has its own

output receive
w

Process algebrasand logic afford different
means of expressing the one concept, .and the
primitives provided by a (specification) notation
influence the way interactors are described and
combined.
Structure
Each approach has chosen to endue
interactors with a particular structure; this difference
becomesmore apparentonce the models are refined.
Notation

input send
0s)
1

response

state
<z

t

prefix

trigger

display
response

state<=
display’
Figure 7: ‘Abstract’ Views of Interactors.
.

Both view an interactor as a receptor of stimuli from an
environment that can consist of both users and other
system components. One difference between the models
lies in CNUCE’s representationof thesestimuli:

.
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it distinguishes the SOWC~
of events, i.e. eventsfrom
the user (input receive) and the system side (output
receive), and
it distinguishes between data events (that provide
input) and control or triggering events that tell the
interactor to do something with the dan it has
accumulated.

example of output send(seeFigure 7). while the ‘modify
icons’ event generated by the same interactor
correspondsto input send.
While the York model, like CNUCE, describes input in
terms of events, its treatment of output distinguishes
betweenthe display (which we assumeis persistent),and
responseevents. which may communicate information to
either the user or some other interactor. Again, the
commandinteractor provides a suitable illustration:

By contrast, at this level the York model treats all events
uniformly. For example, consider the representation of
the command menu in the two approaches. In the
CNUCE model, the command interactor receives the
cursor position as an input event, but treats the button
press as a triggering event which then causes the
interactor to interpret the position of the mouse with
respect to the options and possibly to send a ‘modify
icons’ event to the icons interactor. In the York model,
both events are simply defined at the interface of
command, and the different roles that the events play in
defining the semantics of the interactor would only
become evident on inspection of the state-transitions
associatedwith eachevent.
The CNUCE model is symmetric in its treatment of
input and output, and with respect to the latter, again
distinguishes betweenevents that link an interactor to the
user aid application sides. Thus the ‘menu’ event that the
command interactor uses to display the menu is an
Cal
I,

’

oc
’

.
.

the presentationof the interactor’s state is the menu,
linked to the slate via the rendering relation.
the selection of an option is an event (‘move’), that
in the case of the system described in Figure 6 is
interpreted by another interactor.

Next, consider the architectural models for interaction
objects; for the York approach, we take this to be the
one-level model. Figure 8 reproduces the two relevant
diagrams:

is

1

I

I

I
A
ml

rho

Figure 8: Architectural Views of Interactors.
the York model are interpreted as operations on the state,
and thus the state subsumesthe notion of a measure.So
while the icons interactor in the CNUCE model would
record the last position of the mouse within its measure,
and interpret this position with respect to that of the
icons when triggered by the mouse button, in the York
model the cursor position is a structure in the state of
icons. and would be accesseddirectly in defining the
statetransition corresponding to the ‘press’event
Similarly, the York model contains no explicit
counterpart to the abstraction, whose role is to abstract
the input structure produced by the measureinto a form
suitable for distribution to (other) interactors on the
application side.
In the York model this kind of abstraction would be
encoded in the predicates that relate certain parts of the
state (corresponding to accumulated input) to the events
that the interactor uses to communicate with its
environment. Both approaches model communication

Superficially, the models appear to have diverged
substantially, but this has much to do with the details
that are made explicit by the formalisms used to
represent the models. In terms of the fundamental
concepts underlying the notion of an interactor, we make
the following identifications:
.

.

The CNUCE collection correspondsto the stateof a
York interactor; it is an abstract model of the
information manipulated and represented by the
interactor.
The CNUCE presentdon
corresponds to the York
presentation; differences between the two notions
are describedbelow.

The CNUCE meawe, which maintains a representation
of the input received from the user side, has no direct
correspondencein the York model. Instead, all events in
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models have complementary roles in the process of
software development and in the broader context of
developing a principled approach to the design of
interactive graphics systems. Within each model, there
are also complementary roles for the abstract and
concreterepresentations.

between interactors with a collection of operators; these
are not discussedhere, but see[7. 171.
Returning now to the presentation-rendering
correspondence,there are differences in the two concepts
that should be noted. In the CNUCE model, the
presentationcontains the primitives usedto construct the
representation of the state; these need not correspond to
elementsof somedisplay. but insteadmay be commands
or structure to be interpreted by some other interactor.
This contrasts with the York model, ,where the
presentation component is presumed to represent userrecognisable features of the display. However. this
aspect of the CNUCE model can be reconciled with the
York approach if we work with the multi-la.yer model,
exemplified by the two-level suucture in Figure 5, where
the presentation correspondsto the rendering object of a
state-display pair.

Like the differences discussed in the previous ration,
the roles are also determined by the architecture adopted
by each model, and by the formal notations used to
capture:the semanticsof interaction. In defining roles we
identify two types of systemmodel:
Analytic models provide a scientific framework for
representing and understanding phenomena, for
example, various kinds of conformance between
states and displays, or emergent features of
interfaces.
model provides a description of
An Engineering
eit.heran existing system or prescribes the sitructure
of a new system. In the latter role an engineering
model is sometimes referred to as a ‘contract’
betweenclient and developer for the construction of
someartefact.

One structure in the York model with no explicit
counterpart in the CNUCE model is the rendering
relation (rho) between state and presentation. This is
assumed to relate states to their perceivable
representation,or in CNUCE terms, to relate the contents
of the collection and the piesentation. Instead of using a
(static) dependency between system components, the
CNUCE model encodes the state-display relationship
within the processalgebraic description of art interactor.
Recall the behaviour of the collection process from
Section 2.1:

Of course the boundary between the two types of model
is not exact. Thus, while the abstract representation of
the York model (Figure 3) is primarily analytic, it could
also be used as an engineering model to Iexpress
requirements on a system at a high level of abstraction.
As an analytic tool, it has been used to give a formal
account of the taxonomy of multimodal systems
proposed by Coutaz et al, and to express various
principles of interaction in a precise language. Both of
these activities take advantage of the descriptive power
of set theory and predicate logic to define relationships
betweenabstractstructures.

process collection [ofor.uc] (c:Collection) : noexit :=
or?op:entity; collection[ofor,uc] (interpret(c, op))
0
ot!true; uc!travColl(c); collection[ot.or,uc](c)
endproc

The refined York model (see Figure 5) is not in itself an
engineering representation,but provides a framework for
using model-oriented notations like Z and VDM to
specify interactive systems. In addition, it provides a
framework for describing the refinement of interactors
181and thus acts as a bridge between principles and
properties in the abstract model and the CNUCE models
whose role we consider next.

After receiving an output trigger, the structure in the
collection (i.e. the state) is traversed to generate new
representations for both the measure and the
presentation, and these are passed to the respective
processes through the u: event. The presentation
responds to the collection event by applying some
appropriate processing to the input data (such as
highlighting a structure). Differences in the encoding of
the relationship between state and display within the two
models can be traced back to the formalisms used. Z, as
a mode%oriented formalism, suggests a style of
spec,ific.ation where properties and relationships are
expressed as predicates over structures. LOTOS and its
algebraic sub-languagesupport a more constructive form
of expre.ssionwhere the effect of events on a system or
data type is expressed by equations thalt define or
construct the resulting system.
4. COMPLEMENTARY
DEVELOPMENT

MODELS

It has already been noted that processalgebras support a
constructive approach to specification and thus both
levels of the CNUCE model are well positioned to fill
the role of engineering notations.
Two aspects 'of thes
models deserveparticular mention in this respect:
.

FOR SYSTEM

Although the claim of this paper is that the York and
CNLJCEI interactors have a common bas:is. the two
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The LOTOS language is supported by a collection
of tools that allow specifications to be anatysed to
detect the possibility of deadlock, for example. [18]
describeshow the dynamic behaviour of a systemof
interactors can be explored by unfolding interactions
event by event. This kind of investigation may be
useful in validating properties of an interface against
user expectations.

.

notion of Hartson et al [ill. While this work 1171is
focused on using user task decomposition for modelling
Interactive Systemsdescribed by the uniform treatment
of interaction provided by the CNUCE model.

The architecture of CNUCE interactors has been
informed by work on reference models for computer
graphics [ 121and systemssuch as GKS. Refinement
from abstract specifications to an implementation in
a system may be simplified because the model
incorporatesthe main graphics concepts.

CONCLUSlONS
For software development to take on a formal approach
to user-oriented requirements there needs to be a
scientific framework in which those requirementscan be
stated precisely, and there needs to be a framework for
systematically expressing these requirements as part of
the development process.We claim that the notion of an
interactor provides a suitable framework for expressing
both analytical and engineering models of interaction.
Within the AMODEUS project the development of the
interactor concept at York and CNUCE has lead to
various expressions of the underlying concept that are
each appropriate to particular tasks in development.
Figure 9 summarises these roles (for comparison we
have also indicated the position of PAC [2]).

It is important to note that the CNUCE model is
supported in the above by its use of events as the sole of
representing interaction between user and application (as
opposed to York’s use of events plus presentation). and
by the classification of events with respect to direction
and purpose. i.e. data versus triggers. In contrast, the
homogenous treatment of events provided by the York
models simplifies the statementof properties and should
lead to a more tractable framework for reasoning
formally about behaviour.
We conclude this discussion by noting that the abstract
view of the CNUCE mode1also plays an analytic role by
providing a basis for linking interactors to task
descriptions. A similar approach is proposedin the UAN

Analytic Models
Models

Engineering

v

(tasks)
A-L

a-

THEORIES

DEVELOPMENT

-b

Figure 9: Roles of the Models.
of interactors in a rigorous developmen process,
expression of properties related to ease-o -use. and
refinement of interactors towards implemental O&S.

Work at CNUCE is currently focused on developing the
link between interactors and task models, on
understanding how interactors can be combined to
capture the behaviour of complete systemsand to apply
tool-supported verification techniques for verifying
usability properties. At York the concern is with the role
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